
Institutional Distinctiveness 

 

Hindi Mahavidyalaya is the only institution in entire South India imparting higher education through Hindi Medium promoting National language 

in South India. It is the only institution which caters  to the need of Hindi Medium education for the students coming from Northern states of the 

country especially from defence background. 

The Vision and Mission statement of the College has been drawn up in consultation with faculty and alumni, recognizing the ethos and long 

tradition of the College and seeking to meet the needs of society today. Hindi Mahavidyalaya  College looks upon itself as an academic 

community where scholars, both students and faculty, have the freedom and responsibility to communicate, evaluate and enlarge humanity’s 

store of knowledge. The College therefore stands for academic excellence and endeavours to create an environment which generates a love for 

learning, habits of critical thought and of accurate expression. The reputation of the College has been established through its activities and 

confirmed by the distinction achieved by hundreds of alumni, who have excelled in various fields and have received honours from the country 

and abroad. 

Through rigorous planning and management, the institution focuses at delivering to the best of it’s abilities the vision of the college. It has been 

a matter of outmost importance to provide the best education possible to students who deserve it. Academic Success Excellence: An institution 

requires us to carefully assess our students’ short term objectives relative to their long term goals and to provide the right curricula, academic 

supports, and services to help them achieve these goals. Developed a system to help students navigate their courses and make smart academic 

choice and engage them at every point along the academic journey, equipping them with the information they need to make career decisions 

early so they are driven to succeed in their chosen fields. The college offers several outreach activities to new students, including our Bridge 

program and our new student orientation program. One of the most important steps taken at the institution was the establishment of the 

Entrepreneurship Development Centre (EDC) in the campus. The establishment of this centre was a step taken by the college to prepare the 

students for their future journey as entrepreneurs. A positive attitude towards students and belief in their capacity to learn and supplement 

academic programs with extracurricular activities should strive to produce graduates who have had opportunities for personal development and 

civic engagement, and who have grown from students into responsible and active citizens. 


